Creating with Derwent Inktense Pencils - Painting A Simple Apple

3 Hour Open Enrollment Workshop
Nancy Prince

Workshop Description: Creating with Derwent Intense pencils is as easy as coloring and it is way too

much fun!!. I am not kidding!! It is amazing what these pencils can do and you will want to see how simple it
is. A pattern of an apple will be supplied and then the coloring begins. Watch as my fantastic fabric medium
and a paintbrush transforms the “coloring” into a beautiful, dramatic and colorful work of art. There is an
artist is all of us just waiting to get out!! So come join me for a few hours of total fun.

Items necessary for the workshop









24, 36 or 72 set of Derwent Inktense pencils
.94 roll of painters tape
10”x10” & 5”x5” piece of foam core or poster board
Pencil sharpener – NO electric
Water container
Old washcloth
Apron
10”x10” piece of rubber shelf lining - Optional

NOTE: It is not necessary to purchase the 72 pencil set but use this set if you have already
purchased it. The 36 pencil set is recommended but the 24 set can be used as well.

NOTE: There is a mandatory kit for this workshop that includes everything required
for the workshop EXCEPT for items listed above. You must order the kit at least 7
days in advance of the workshop for east coast and central USA to allow for shipping
USPS First Class Package - Retail. Choose Priority for west coast students at 1 week
to allow for shipping. The kit will be shipped directly to you. Go to
www.nancyprince.com; click on Workshops and Lecturers; click on Open
Enrollment; scroll down to the chosen workshop and click on Purchase Workshop
Kit.

Kit is mandatory and must be ordered 7 days in advance of the workshop for US
students


Workshop
fee and Kit: $75




Kit includes:
(3) scrubber brushes, fabric for project, colored drawings, ½ ounce fabric medium,

instructional
booklet

Excludes

Penciled/painted chart - $8.00
shipping

2 ounce fabric medium - $6.00

